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XK Series vehicles

Check 30 amp fuse (No.9) throttle
motor and 10 amp fuse (No. 14)

throttle motor relay, located in engine
management fusebox within

bulkhead extension.

V8 XJ Series vehicles

Check 30 amp fuse (No.9) throttle
motor and 10 amp fuse (No.14)

throttle motor relay, located in engine
management fusebox within

bulkhead extension.

Use WDS and
check for DTCs. If

any codes are
stored, follow the

guided routine
associated.

For further
information

refer to JTIS
section 303-12.

Related DTCs:
P1229 Throttle motor control circuit malfunction.
P1251 Throttle position malfunction (engine off ).
P1224 Throttle control position error.
P1612 Throttle offset malfunction.
P1611 Throttle angle malfunction.
Also TPS fault codes P0122,P0123, P0222 and
P0223 as described in flowchart P24.

Was
a fault found and

rectified?
END YES

Associated TSB
303-06.

P25 Throttle Motor

Check the date stamp
on the relay, If the date

stamp is between R6 K1
and R6 K8, change

the relay.

NO

A

Ensure that the kickdown
switch is correctly adjusted

(refer to JTIS section 310-02).
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Check the throttle butterfly
for signs of contamination

(refer to TSB 303-41 or
flowchart P1).

Does
the throttle require

cleaning?

Ensure that the part-load breather is
clear (refer to TSB 600-03) then go to

the next step in the matrix.
NO

Carry out the cleaning
procedure in TSB 303-41
and check TSB 600-03 for

a blocked part-load
breather.

YES

Has
the problem been

rectified after
cleaning?

END YES

NO

Is the motor
operating OK?

A

YES

Contact the Technical
Hotline for advice on
replacing the throttle.

NO

Using WDS, from the
feature content select

engine system and
press the datalogger
tab. Log signals TPS,

TPS 1 and TPS21.
Also, remove the intake

trunking and visually
check the throttle blade

for movement.

Expected values
for TPS sensor
with ignition on
are 0.68 to 0.95

volts with the
throttle closed
and up to 4.87
volts with the

throttle fully open.

If problems persist, proceed to the next
diagnostic flowchart (see matrix). If there is

no next step, contact Technical Hotline.

P25 Cont.
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P24 and P25 Additional information

Throttle system failure modes

Fault DTCs Warning
Light Color

Default
Mode Effect Message

Center

Throttle position 
sensor 1

P0123
P0121
P1224

Red Mechanical
guard and 

fuel
intervention

Fuel intervention, 
idles between 950 
rpm and 1150 rpm, 

cruise control 
inhibited

Failsafe
engine mode

Throttle position 
sensor 2

P0121
P0222
P0223
P1224

Red Mechanical
guard and 

fuel
intervention

Fuel intervention, 
idles between 950 
rpm and 1150 rpm, 

cruise control 
inhibited

Failsafe
engine mode

Throttle sensor 
2 different to 
sensor 1

P0121
P1229
P1122
P1121
P0506

Red Mechanical
guard and 

fuel
intervention

Fuel intervention, 
idles between 950 
rpm and 1150 rpm, 

cruise control 
inhibited

Failsafe
engine mode

Pedal sensor 1 P1122
P1121

Amber Redundancy Runs normally, 
cruise active

Failsafe
engine mode

Pedal sensor 2 P1122
P1121

Amber Redundancy Runs normally, 
cruise active

Failsafe
engine mode

Mechanical
guard sensor

P1226
P1227
P1228

Red Full authority 
and cruise 
inhibited

Runs normally Restricted
performance

Pedal sensor 1 
different to 
Mechanical
guard sensor

P1226
P1222
P1221

Red
(Intermittent)

Full authority
(Intermittent)

Poor pedal 
response

Restricted
performance

Mechanical
guard or 
actuator stuck 
open

P1226
P1252

Red Full authority 
and cruise 
inhibited

Runs normally Restricted
performance

Mechanical
guard or 
actuator stuck 
closed

P1235 Amber Cruise
inhibited

Runs normally Failsafe
engine mode

Throttle motor 
fault

P1224 Red Mechanical
guard and 

fuel
intervention

Fuel intervention, 
idles between 950 
rpm and 1150 rpm, 

cruise control 
inhibited

Failsafe
engine mode

Throttle motor 
high resistance 
(engine idling)

P0507 Amber Redundancy
(on second 

trip)

Idle speed 
increase, poor 

throttle response

Failsafe
engine mode

Throttle motor P1229 Red Mechanical Fuel intervention, Failsafe
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high resistance 
(driving)

P1612 guard and 
fuel

intervention

idles between 950 
rpm and 1150 rpm, 

cruise control 
inhibited

engine mode

VSV1 Fault P1235
P1236

Amber Cruise
inhibited

Runs normally Failsafe
engine mode

VSV2 Fault P1235
P1237
P1252

Amber Cruise
inhibited

Runs normally Failsafe
engine mode

VSV3 Fault P1235
P1238

Amber Cruise
inhibited

Runs normally Failsafe
engine mode

Vac pipe leak P1235 Amber Cruise
inhibited

Runs normally Failsafe
engine mode

Throttle motor 
relay stuck 
closed

P1251 Amber Redundancy Runs normally
cruise active

Failsafe
engine mode

Throttle motor 
relay stuck open

P1224 Red Mechanical
guard and 

fuel
intervention

Fuel intervention, 
idles between 950 
rpm and 1150 rpm, 

cruise control 
inhibited

Failsafe
engine mode

Throttle motor 
relay open 
circuit

P1224 Red Mechanical
guard and 

fuel
intervention

Fuel intervention, 
idles between 950 
rpm and 1150 rpm, 

cruise control 
inhibited

Failsafe
engine mode

Throttle Control Modes:

1 Normal
2 Cruise
3 Mechanical guard
4 Fixed idle
5 Redundancy
6 Full authority
7 Engine shut down

Normal mode occurs when the ECM uses the mechanical and monitoring arrangement of the throttle 
valve to control throttle opening. The ECM does not permit driver demand to be exceeded but it can be 
restricted to allow for such features as stability, traction control or engine power limitation. The ECM 
determines engine idle speed by controlling the throttle valve motor to vary the blade angle between the 
non-adjustable preset limits of the mechanical guard and the throttle valve motor.

Cruise mode is engaged as a result of the ECM calculating and controlling the required throttle valve. The 
vacuum system controls the mechanical guard. When the driver releases the throttle pedal the input shaft 
disengages from the mechanical guard or the vacuum actuator pulls the guard away from the throttle valve. 
The throttle pedal will feel light should it be pushed again to accelerate (pressing the pedal further will re-
engage the input shaft with the mechanical guard and restore normal feel). The ECM utilizes sensors to 
monitor the relative positions of the mechanical guard and throttle valve and adjusts them to maintain the 
set cruise speed.
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Mechanical guard mode permits full mechanical operation of the throttle if the ECM detects that a 
problem has been encountered with the throttle valve position sensor, DC motor, associated harness, 
connectors or the ECM.

Fixed idle mode occurs when any two of the three sensors  (two input shaft sensors and the mechanical 
guard sensor) fail. The ECM will assume values, which represent a blade angle of approximately 2.5 
degrees and 1200 rpm (unloaded) maximum engine speed.

Redundancy mode occurs when any one of the three sensors (two input shaft sensors and the 
mechanical guard sensor) fails. The operational pair will be deemed to be safe to continue without 
intervention, but cruise will be inhibited.

Full authority mode is invoked when a mechanical guard failure occurs which indicates that the guard is 
stuck fully open. The red warning lamp will be lit and road speed will be limited to 120 km/h (75 mph).

Engine shutdown mode (engine stops) will occur following multiple failures, such as mechanical guard 
mode following full authority mode (or vice versa) or the throttle blade sticks.


